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We present and numerically test implicit as well as explicit numerical schemes for solving
the Stochastic Liouville Equation in Langevin form. It is found that implicit schemes provide
signiﬁcant gain in robustness, for example, when nonsecular Hamiltonian terms cannot be ignored
in electron and nuclear spin resonance. Implicit schemes open up several spectroscopic relaxation
problems for direct interpretation using the Stochastic Liouville Equation. To illustrate the
proposed numerical schemes, studies are presented for an electron paramagnetic resonance
problem involving a coordinated copper complex and a ﬂuorescence problem.

1. Introduction
The Stochastic Liouville Equation in Langevin form (SLEL)
provides a rigorous description of interacting quantum degrees
of freedom coupled to a surrounding thermal bath. The SLEL
is an attractive tool for interpreting spectroscopic experiments
since signiﬁcant physical insights can be gained at the molecular
level.1 A seminal work on SLE and molecular ﬂuctuations is
by Kubo2 and is more recently applied in the study of a wide
set of relaxation phenomena.3 However, the computational
cost associated with solving the SLEL in the time domain or
the Stochastic Liouville Equation (SLE) in the frequency
domain is generally high. As a result, most of the work in this
topic has focused on eﬃcient methods for small quantum
systems. In Electron Spin Resonance (EPR), a lineshape for
a nitroxide spinprobe is eﬃciently computed by solving the
SLE in the frequency domain by Schnider and Freed.4 For
the same problem, computing a lineshape observable using
the SLEL is a higher but still a relatively low/acceptable
cost calculation.5 A possible reason for this low computational
cost is that a high-ﬁeld approximation is applicable, i.e., the
so called nonsecular terms can be removed from the spin
Hamiltonian. We discuss the format of nonsecular approximation used in the present work in Appendix B. We note that
for a transition metal complex in EPR, the high-ﬁeld approximation is not applicable.6 This approximation in time domain
calculations eﬀectively removes a fast oscillating Larmor frequency
a
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from the problem and also reduces the dimensionality of the
Liouville matrix. Numerical experience gained from recent
work on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)7 and a ﬂuorescence
dipolar interaction problem8 suggests that the computational
cost required for solving the SLEL increases substantially
when a fast relaxation rate is present in the problem. More
speciﬁcally, for the NMR problem, it was the inclusion of
nonsecular terms and a high-ﬁeld that increased the cost
substantially. The ﬂuorescence problem contains a fast relaxation rate and hence when the observable relaxes slowly the
computational burden becomes large due to the requirement
of employing a small timestep.
The above observations motivate further work on computational methods for solving the SLEL and an exploration of
implicit numerical schemes that have so far never have been
tested for the SLEL type problems we consider here. With
implicit, we mean that the density operator is approximated at
timestep n + 1 as rn+1 = f(rn+1)—in other words, a system of
equations need to be solved at each timestep. The objective of
the present work is to examine carefully if implicit numerical
schemes can resolve some of the computational bottlenecks
that arise when a fast relaxation rate is present in the problem
under consideration.
We note that in the majority of existing work on this topic,
the starting assumption is a high-ﬁeld approximation form of
the original Liouville problem or the problem is recast as a
stochastic Schrödinger equation.9–14 In this context, we note
that a recently developed low computational cost method15
addresses a transverse relaxation process in EPR, not including
non-secular terms and as such it involves the same level of
approximation as the approaches mentioned earlier. The only
problems we are aware of within magnetic resonance and
using the SLEL in the presence of nonsecular terms is the
NMR problem7 discussed earlier, with a 9  9 Liouville matrix
and a S 4 1/2 EPR problem16 (up to 64  64 Liouville matrix).
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In both studies, an explicit propagator in either exponential or
Taylor expanded form is employed. Similarly, the S 4 1/2
EPR problem as treated in ref. 16 has been studied in ref. 17,
but cast in a stochastic Shrödinger form and propagation in
time is carried out by Taylor expanding a propagator at each
timestep. From a mathematical perspective, a similar problem
is time-dependent quantum mechanical calculations for
molecular dynamics,18 and variety of numerical approaches
have been studied in that context. For instance, Taylor
expansions are suggested to be unstable while formulating
numerical schemes for such problems,18 whereas for SLEL
problems a Taylor construction has been found to work well
in several problems.16,19 This motivates us to include a Taylor
form in the presented numerical study and see if this can lead
to an eﬃcient computational method.
In contrast to quantum mechanical molecular dynamics
type of problems,18 the SLEL depends on a stochastic process.
That motivates us to discuss the derivation of numerical
schemes within the framework of Itô-calculus.20 We discuss
the SLEL problem in a common format as the underlying
stochastic process at the molecular level, since we believe that
this representation is valuable in capturing the global error of
the simulation.
In this paper, we ﬁrst discuss the format of the SLEL in
magnetic resonance and outline how previously used approaches
is interpreted within the framework of Itô-calculus. Subsequently, in section 2, we propose implicit numerical schemes
and outline its properties. In section 3, we explore implicit and
explicit numerical schemes for problems with Liouville matrix
of sizes 36  36, 5184  5184, and 4  4, where the ﬁrst two
problems are EPR problems while the ﬁnal example involves a
ﬂuorescence dipolar interaction problem. It is found that
one of the implicit schemes tested conserves the norm of
the density operator, but still has similar cost as a Taylor
expansion type of scheme. Finally, in section 3.3, we calculate
for the ﬁrst time EPR observable of electron spin coupled to
copper and two nitrogen nucleus to provide a new chemically
relevant problem addressed with the SLEL.
1.1

Problem deﬁnition

In previous works on EPR5,16,21,22 and NMR7 problems, the
following SLEL is numerically solved
d
rðOt Þ ¼ i½LS þ LSL ðOt ÞrðOt Þ;
dt

ð1Þ

where a scalar product (A|B)RTr(AwB) is used.23 It is useful
in practice to transform the numerical problem to an interaction picture (I) with the transformations
US(t,t0) = exp(iLS(t  t0)),
rI(t) = UwS(t,t0)r(t),
LI(Ot) = UwS(t,t0)LSL(Ot)US(t,t0).

rkl = ri = (Qi|r),
Lkl,mn = Lij = (Qi|L|Qj),
This journal is
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(2)
(3)

(5)
(6)

where t0 denotes the initial time.
1.2 SLEL in Itô calculus format
In this section, we formulate a numerical scheme for solving
the SLEL in Itô format with molecular dynamics represented
in the form of a diﬀusion process modelling the relevant
ﬂuctuations in the spin Hamiltonian. To arrive at numerically
tractable forms, Itô–Taylor expansions will be formulated.
The present derivation accounts for the diﬀusion process
and the Liouville state time evolution on an equal footing.
The objective behind this is to ﬁnd an eﬃcient and general
numerical scheme for the complete solution. Treating the
SLEL and diﬀusion on an equal footing is slightly more
involved compared to considering them individually, but the
former approach provides valuable theoretical and practical
information.
The format for Brownian molecular dynamics in Itô calculus
formalism is to a large extent already developed.20,24,25 The
format developed here enables subsequent discussion of
frequently used short time SLEL solution in exponential form
as well as alternative numerical schemes. The somewhat
elaborate discussion below is further motivated by the rigorous
mathematical foundation of Itô calculus where in particular
the existence of an error expansion enables extrapolation
methods to be used—this is valuable when dealing with high
dimensional problems26 and is a direction we will take in
future work on the SLEL. Molecular dynamics in the form
of a constrained Brownian motion expressed as an Itô
diﬀusion25 has been found applicable in several problems7,16,27
and we refer to these papers for speciﬁc examples.
Consider the following formal integration of the SLEL and
diﬀusion process,
R
rI(Ot) = rI(O0)  i t0LI(Os)rI(Os)ds,
R
R
Xt = X0 + t0A(Xs)ds + t0B(Xs)dWs,
Os R O(Xs),

where LX R [HX,], X = ‘‘S’’,’’LS’’ are the superoperators.
HS and HSL(Ot) are the Hamiltonians representing the isolated
coherent quantum subsystem (S) and the incoherent spin–lattice
coupling dependent on stochastic process in time (Ot), respectively. r(Ot) is a reduced ﬁnite-dimensional
operator
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃdensity
ﬃ
for quantum degrees of freedom and i ¼ 1. For numerical
purposes, it is convenient to specify a basis and express eqn (1)
in matrix form. Using an orthonormal basis [Q1,Q2,. . .,QM],
we get

(4)

(7)
(8)
(9)

where eqn (7) is in the interaction picture and eqn (9) represents
a mapping between Cartesian coordinates and the rotation
matrix elements (see Appendix B). It is a formal representation
since we do not know the time evolution of rI(Os) and
Xs needed to evaluate the above integrals. Xt is an Itô diﬀusion
in Cartesian coordinates and a Brownian motion (Wt)
with drifts vector A and diﬀusion matrix B taking care of
constraints in a rigorous way.25,28 The suitable choice of
molecular dynamical process in eqn (8) is problem speciﬁc,
however, often a low dimension m of Wt can be useful.
For instance, Brownian motion on a sphere with Wt A R3
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 9578–9589
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(representing a spherical shaped molecule in solution) or in a
constraining potential.27
We may proceed with the numerical solution and a short
time form of eqn (7)–(8) with the explicit Euler scheme20
(henceforth denoted by E1) as shown below.
r~I(On+1) = [E  iLI(On)Dt]~
rI(On),
k
X~nþ1
¼ X~nk þ ak ðX~n ÞDt þ

m
X

(10)

bk;j ðX~n ÞDW j ;

ð11Þ

where (~:) indicates ‘‘numerically computed’’ quantities, r~I(On+1)
is in vector format (dimension M) and the kth component of
X̃n+1 (dimension m) is listed, and E is the unity matrix. The
independent Brownian processes Wj, j = 1,. . .,m has mean
zero and variance ðDW j Þ2 ¼ 2DDt, where D is a diﬀusion
constant. A relevant observable is obtained by a projection
of r~I(On+1); for example, an EPR lineshape observable is
ð1Þ
~obs ðOn Þ ¼ TrfSþ
~I ðOn Þg, where (f:g) denotes the
given by r
r
ensemble average. With a discretisation of time into N + 1
points with Dt = T/N we can compute the observable over the
the time window [0,T] using the following steps:
1. Generate an initial orientation (O0) from the distribution
P(O0),
2. Numerically solve eqn (11) and compute (On) at n = 0,
1,. . .,N,
3. Numerically solve eqn (10) for r~obs(On+1) at n = 0,
1,. . .,N,
4. Repeat steps 1–3 L times and compute A(~
robs(On),L) as
follows:
L
1X
~ ðOn Þ:
r
L i¼1 obs

ð12Þ

In summary, the solution is calculated L times, where L is
chosen such that the statistical error in the observable is
suﬃciently small.
We now proceed to consider a relevant error metric for an
arbitrary ordered b weak Itô–Taylor scheme. It is worth
noting here that the scheme E1 outlined earlier corresponds
to b = 1. We are interested in accurate expectation values
and hence weak Itô–Taylor approximations are considered.
The approximate solution with Dt A (0,Dtmax), r~Dt
obs, is said
to converge weakly to robs with order b 4 0 if for each
observable there exists a constant CTobs independent of
Dt such that
|dev(T,Dt)|rCTobs(Dt)b,

(13)

where
~Dt
devðT; DtÞ ¼ robs ðTÞ  r
obs ðTÞ;

ð14Þ

for all Dt A (0,Dtmax). Thus in terms of the error bound in
eqn (13), for the explicit Euler scheme E1, we have b = 1.
Using the weak Itô–Taylor approximation, an explicit
scheme with b = 2 is given by.20:
r~I(On+1) = [E + (iLI(On))Dt + 12(iLI(On))2Dt2]~
rI(On)
(15)
9580

þ

m
X
fbk;j ðX~n ÞDW j þ G0 bk;j ðX~n ÞIð0;jÞ
j¼1

þ Gj ak ðX~n ÞIðj;0Þ g þ

m
X

ð16Þ

Gj1 bk;j2 ðX~n ÞIðj1 ;j2 Þ ;

j1 ;j2 ¼1

j¼1

Að~
robs ðOn Þ; LÞ ¼

k
X~nþ1
¼ X~nk þ ak ðX~n ÞDt þ 1=2G0 ak ðX~n ÞDt2

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 9578–9589

where the stochastic integrals DWj p (DDt)1/2 and I(j1,j2) p (DDt)3/2
as well as the operators Gi are discussed further in Appendix
A. Setting up this scheme can be straightforward provided
eqn (8) is provided in Itô format.25 Note that no Gj operator is
needed in eqn (15) since the SLEL form has only a parametric
dependence on the stochastic process Xt (see Appendix A).
1.2.1 Remark 1: short time exponential propagator. A very
common approach in the literature is to use some form of
exponential short time propagator. This is true for the SLEL5
as well as the time-dependent Schrödinger equation based
formulations.14 A short time exponential propagator can be
written as7,8
rI(On).
r~I(On+1) = exp[iLI(On)Dt]~

(17)

Expanding the short time propagator to second order in the
timestep gives
[E + (iLI(On))Dt + 12(iLI(On))2Dt2]~
rI(On).
Thus we note that the short time exponential scheme is
consistent with an explicit scheme with b = 2 [cf. eqn (15)],
provided for the underlying diﬀusion process also have b = 2.
As an aside, we would like to point out that explicit schemes
with b = 2 for diﬀusion process [cf. eqn (16)] in combination
with an exponential propagator can provide signiﬁcant eﬃciency
gains when very long trajectories are needed.7
1.2.2 Remark 2: conserved norm. Given that the density
matrix is a Hermitian operator it follows that the ensemble
value as well as the trajectory value of the norm has to be
conserved. To see this, consider a molecular dynamics realization Os with s A [0 T], and the formal solution of eqn (1) at
time T and its Hermitian conjugate given below
R
r(OT) = T+exp(i T0 L(Os)ds)r(O0),
(18)
RT
w
w
r (OT) = r (O0)Texp(i 0 L(Os)ds),
(19)
where T is a time ordering operator and we note that
L is Hermitian. We can consider a temporal discretisation
Ot0,Ot1,. . .,OtN , where tN = T and ti  ti1 = Dt for eqn (18)
and (19) and compute the norm at time T as follows:
rw(OT)r(OT) = rw(O0)exp(iL(Ot0)Dt)exp(iL(Ot1)Dt)   
exp(iL(OtN)Dt  exp(iL(OtN)Dt))
exp(iL(OtN1)Dt)    exp(iL(Ot0)Dt)rOt0)
= rw(Ot0)r(Ot0),
where exp(iL(Otk)Dt)exp(iL(Otk)Dt)) is the ‘‘unitary operator’’.
Hence, at the trajectory level we have rw(OT)r(OT) =
rw(Ot0)r(Ot0). This observation also holds for the ensemble
average. If we have an eﬃcient way of computing the exponential
This journal is
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of the Liouvillian, the Hermitian property is conserved for
all timestep lengths.5 However, in practice, an exponential
format is generally not available for many problems. This is
because the ﬂoating point operations involved in performing
diagonalisation scales as O(M3), making this approach
computationally expensive for larger problems.
1.2.3 Remark 3: error estimation. Since only numerical
solutions are available to problems that are of interest, we
cannot strictly evaluate the error bound given in eqn (13).
However, as shown ﬁrst by Talay and Tubaro,29 there exists
for Itô diﬀerential equations a computable error expansion
such that for an order b numerical scheme, we have

in problems with a fast rate. A family (a A [0,1],m A [0,1]) of
b = 1 implicit schemes is given by by20
rI(On+1)
r~I(On+1) = r~I(On)  i{aLI(On+1)~
+ (1  a)LI(On)~
rI(On)}Dt
and
X~tk ¼ X~tk þ faakm ðX~nþ1 Þ þ ð1  aÞakm ðX~n ÞgDt
þ

m
X
fmbk;j ðX~nþ1 Þ þ ð1  mÞbk;j ðX~n ÞgDW j ;
j¼1

dev(T,Dt) = eb(T)(Dt) +eb+1(T)(Dt)

+ eb+2(T)(Dt)b+2 +   
n+1

+ en(T)(Dt) + O((Dt)

),

(20)

where eb are real numbers not depending on the timestep Dt.
Hence, in order to assess the accuracy of a numerical scheme, we
may compute a reference solution at, for instance, Dt/4 and
compute the following error estimate combining eqn (13),(14),(20).
Dt/4
|dev(~
rDt
robs
(T),L)  A(~
rDt
obs)| = |A(~
obs(T),L)|
b

b

= |eb(T)[(Dt/4)  (Dt) ] + O((Dt)

)|

This enables a mathematically rigorous veriﬁcation of convergence.
In the limit Dt - 0, the solution approaches the exact solution,
provided the numerical calculations are not corrupted by
satistical and ﬂoating point errors.

2. Implicit weak Itô–Taylor scheme
Implicit schemes are widely used to solve ordinary diﬀerential
equations and address numerical stability issues. In the case of
stochastic diﬀerential equations similar methods can be constructed. However, the steps involved can be more complicated.30
A linear deterministic ordinary diﬀerential equation is called stiﬀ
if there exists eigenvalues whose real-parts satisfy the following
inequality:
Re(lmax) c Re(lmin).
In stiﬀ problems, there exist a wide separation of time scales
which imposes severe restrictions on the allowable time-step.
The stiﬀness of stochastic diﬀerential equations can be
characterised using asymptotic Lyapunov exponents.20 The
numerical schemes used in previous works have generally been
found to require Dt o 1/o0 - Dt { 1/o07,8 if a fast rate o0 is
explicitly present in the simulation. For instance, when a
high-ﬁeld approximation is valid, the numerical problem is
simpliﬁed with o0 eﬀectively removed in the interaction
picture [cf. eqn (6)], and for such cases a simpler explicit
scheme may be the best way forward.
In what follows, we investigate if implicit numerical schemes
can be employed to achieve reductions in the computational
cost associated with the requirement of using short time-steps
c
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Gj bk;j ;

ð24Þ

and the operators Gj are listed in Appendix A.
It is worth noting that the computational complexity of
implicit schemes at each time-step is signiﬁcantly higher than
the explicit b = 1 scheme outlined earlier in eqn (10) and (11).
Henceforth in this paper, we focus on two implicit schemes
and denote them compactly by I1: (a = 1,m = 0) and I2:
(a = 1/2,m = 0). The equations associated with the implicit
scheme I1 are given below.
r~I(On+1) = r~I(On)  iLI(On+1)~
rI(On+1)Dt,

b+1

r|eb(T)[(Dt/4)b  (Dt)b]|rCTobs[Dt]b (21)

This journal is

m
X
j¼1

b+1

n

ð23Þ

where
akm ¼ ak  m

b

(22)

k
X~nþ1
¼ X~nk þ ak ðX~nþ1 ÞDt þ

m
X

bk;j ðX~n ÞDW j :

(25)
ð26Þ

j¼1

The equations associated with the implicit scheme I2 can be
written as follows:
r~I(On+1) = r~I(On)  i12{LI(On+1)~
rI(On+1) + LI(On)~
rI(On)}Dt
(27)
m
X
1
k
¼ X~nk þ fak ðX~nþ1 Þ þ ak ðX~n ÞgDt þ
bk;j ðX~n ÞDW j :
X~nþ1
2
j¼1

ð28Þ
For the implicit scheme I2, we note that LI(On+1)~
rI(On+1) E
LI(On)[~
rI(On)  iLI(On)~
rI(On)Dt] + O((Dt)2) and inserting this
in eqn (27) we reccover eqn (15). Hence, even though the
general original format leading to I2 is derived as an implicit
scheme for stochastic diﬀerential equations with b = 1, in the
present problem, the SLEL part of the equation eﬀectively has
b = 2. However, the general overall accuracy of I2 in terms of
eqn (13) is b = 1 because of the last term in eqn (28). However,
depending on the application, it may be possible to formulate
an implicit form of eqn (28) with b = 2 at low numerical cost.20
The overall value of b for the time-stepping scheme is important
if we wish to employ extrapolation methods based on I2.26
In our discussion so far, we have focused on a general form
of the stochastic molecular dynamics equation. However, if
molecular dynamics is obtained using an atomistic MD simulation, it is reasonable to assume that the molecular dynamics
trajectories are given to a discretisation error smaller than
CTobsDtb. On a similar note, if some relatively slow and simple
form Brownian dynamics are of interest then it may be convenient
to generate these separately with a suﬃciently small time step and
to consider these as exact with respect to the discretisation error.
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 9578–9589
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If this the case, then the overall error of I2 is thus b = 2. We
consider now molecular dynamics given with suﬃciently small
discretisation error and consider only the SLEL part.
It is worth noting that for the case of the I1 scheme, we have
to solve the following linear (and possibly nonlinear) equation
at each time-step:
r~I(On+1) = [E + iLI(On+1)Dt]1r~I(On)
k
0 ¼ f ðX~nþ1 Þ ¼ X~nþ1
 X~nk þ ak ðX~nþ1 ÞDt þ

m
X

(29)

bk;j ðX~n ÞDW j :

j¼1

ð30Þ
For scheme I2, the following linear algebraic system of
equations need to be solved at each timestep
~ I ðOnþ1 Þ
½E þ i=2LI ðOnþ1 ÞDt r
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
x

K

¼ ½E  i=2LI ðOn ÞDt~
rI ðOn Þ;
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

ð31Þ

b

and thus ensuring equality between an approximate half conjugate
step with half forward step. To evaluate the implicit SLEL (I1, I2)
[cf. eqn (29),(31)], we need to solve a possibly high-dimensional but
sparse linear algebraic system of equations at each time-step.
The matrix LI(On+1) is Hermitian, however the matrices in
eqn (29),(31) are complex symmetric. The problem of solving
the linear equation for a high dimensional case is ideally suited for
an iterative Krylov subspace method such as GMRES31 for which
eﬃcient numerical implementations are available in the publicdomain. In the present work, we used the PETSc library.32–34
2.1

Computational cost and memory requirements

We now summarise the computational cost associated with solving
the SLEL using the schemes outlined earlier (E1, E2, I1 and I2).
The memory requirements and ﬂoating point operations for all the
schemes are summarized in Table 1.
We refer to Appendix B and eqn (3) for a detailed example of
the Liouvillian and the notation used. We note that with Zeeman
interaction and three nuclear spins there are 20 submatrices with
non-diagonal elements. The computationally most expensive step
in scheme I1 involves solving the linear system of equations
(cf. eqn (29)). The scheme I2 also involves solving a linear system
of equations (eqn (31)) and an additional matrix–vector multiplication. However, as shown later via numerical studies, for the class

of problems considered in the present study, implicit schemes are
more preferable from an accuracy and computational eﬃciency
point of view. The present implementation of implicit schemes
using the PETSc library scales very well to large-scale matrices
since distributed memory matrix storage schemes can be
exploited34 (this feature was not needed for the problems studied
here, the larger problem required only around 800 MB memory).

3. Results and discussion
We follow up previous works8 and7 and explore the performance
of implicit and explicit numerical schemes. Extensive numerical
studies are carried out to address the following questions: (i) what
is the maximum allowable timestep for various schemes? (ii) how
does various schemes perform in diﬀerent dynamical regimes? and
(iii) which schemes ensure conservation of the norm of the density
operator. The ﬁrst question is relevant to assess the possibility
for further eﬃciency improvements by extrapolation. The
second question is relevant to identify experimental conditions
(for instance temperature solvent viscosity and spectrometer
frequency) making experiments more accessible to interpretation
by numerically solving the SLEL. The third question is critically
important to validate numerical schemes for problems where we
solve for an Hermitian density matrix. We consider these details
carefully for an transition metal EPR problem and then coment
on the ﬂuorescence dipolar interaction problem studied in ref. 8.
3.1 EPR for a transition metal complex
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, an EPR observable for
a Cu(II) transition metal complex has never been computed
using the SLEL formalism. EPR on Cu(II) complexes may
provide detailed molecular information of the transition metal
center,35 information that is made available with a rigorous
solution of the SLEL. Currently, there is no rigorous approach
available that can interpret a room temperature EPR spectra
of a Cu-complex with several ligands. Thus working towards
an eﬃcient solver for the SLEL capable of eﬃcient Cu-complex
calculations is a relevant problem and suitable as a test case.
We are interested in the temporal discretization error in the
SLEL solution and for this reason we implement a simple one
dimensional Brownian dynamics process with
O2t ¼ 2Dðt  t0 Þ and Otk ¼

k pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
2DDtxi ;
i¼0

Table 1 The ﬁrst row gives basic memory requirements for E1, E2, I1
and I2. The subscript i runs over ﬁve submatrices for each interaction
included in spin Hamlitionian [cf. eqn (3)], each of size L = MM. I1
and I2 involves the assembly of an additional matrix of size L and if a
preconditioner is used, then an additional matrix of size L needs to be
stored hence the (3). In the second row, scalar function times matrix
corresponds to the assemble cost of L, two at each timestep for I2. The
third row summarizes the number of matrix vector multiplications.
The fourth row shows the linear equation to be solved for I1 and I2

Storage
rM + SiA(i)MM
Operations
SiF(Ot)A(i)MM
rM + LMMrM
Solve KMMx=b
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E1

E2

I1

I2

1

1

2(3)

2(3)

1
1
0

1
3
0

1
0
1

2
1
1
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where Ot = {0,bt,0} and xi are N(0,1) uncorrelated Gaussian
random variables. The spin Hamiltonian elements can be directly
evaluated (see Appendix B and note that bt is the lab to principal
reference frame polar angle), hence eliminating the discretisation
error from the diﬀusion process used to represent molecular
dynamics. In this model, the ﬂuctuations in the spin Hamiltonian
components F(2,m)
(see Appendix B) are characterised
m,Z
by FðO0 ÞFðOt Þ ¼ F 2 expðt=tc Þ. The relevant L matrices
(cf. eqn (3)) are set up using a Zeeman superoperator basis and
is conveniently done with mPackages subroutines36 for diﬀerent
matrix sizes and magnetic resonance problems.
We consider the orders of magnitude larger anisotropy seen
in transition metal complex magnetic tensors with typical
Cu(II) values in Table 3, compared to nitroxide spinprobe type
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Table 2

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Cases with o0 = DH 2 ¼ 10

Case

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 t
DHmax
c

o0tc

I
II
III

0.1
1
10

1
10
100

of values. For the X-band experimental conditions considered
here, it is the ﬁeld dependent part of Hamiltonian
that
ﬃ is the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 t ). The
dominating relaxation mechanism (denoted as DHmax
c
three dynamical regimes listed in Table 2 are explored using a
36  36 Liouville matrix for a S =1/2,I = 1 system. To explore
a high dimensional system, we consider the 5184  5184
Liouville matrix for S = 1/2,I1 =3/2,I2 = 1,I3 = 1, which
corresponds to a square planar copper complex with two
nitrogen ligands. Typical experimental observables for these
systems are computed as an ensemble average over a complete
representation of diﬀerent initial condition O0. However, in the
present study, since our focus is on discretization error, we
restrict our numerical study to one initial condition that has
large discretisation and statistical errors (O0 = {0,731,0}).
For the implicit schemes, we ﬁnd that the GMRES algorithm
used for solving the linear algebraic equations at every timestep converges without a preconditioner to suﬃciently low
tolerance (108) with up to 6 iterations. The need for very few
iterations is primarily due to the good initial guess provided to
GMRES in the previous timestep for I1 (and the half Euler
step that is the initial guess for I2; see eqn (31)). The tolerance
determining the maximum number of iterations used while
solving the linear equations is kept high without aﬀecting
the EPR observable. The amplitude of the observable for the
larger system over a 6 ns time window computed using the
numerical schemes I2 and E2 are shown in the left and right
panel of Fig. 1, respectively. It is observed that the observable
computed with a large timestep shows a small deviation from
the reference calculation.
To quantify the deviation, we compute the observable using
diﬀerent timesteps and compute dev(T,Dt) [cf. eqn (13),(21)],
with a reference calculation at Dt = 0.0025ns (or 2po0Dt = 0.025)
and calculate the root mean square value of dev(T,Dt) over the ﬁve
time points in Fig. 1. We note that the 36  36 observable decays
up to 10 times slower making longer trajectories relevant. Thus, to
test conservation of the norm of the density operator we evaluate
dev(T,Dt) at T = 60 ns. Fig. 2 shows dev(T,Dt) for norm
(ry ðOT ÞrðOT Þ) and robs , the former quantity versus timestep
and the latter quantity versus timestep and computational time.
The following observations can be drawn from the results
obtained.
1. The deviation in the norm (ry ðOT ÞrðOT Þ) follow b = 2
for I2 and b = 1 for I1 (small timestep) and closer to b = 3
with a large prefactor for E2. Since the norm is critically

Table 3 Magnetic tensors for 63Cu(II) with two equivalent nitrogen
(j = 2,3), units are in gauss where applicable
gn

g>

gJ

B0

A1>

A1J

AN
j>

AN
jJ

1.484

2.05

2.18

3400

18.4

190.4

17.1

12.9
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important for the problem we only proceed to calculate the
observable (row two and three) for Dt o Dtmax. The norm is a
conserved quantity and as such it should not have any
statistical variability. We estimated the standard deviation
and found it to be lowest for I2, with values in the range of
1012–107. In contrast, for E2 with timestep B0.75, the
standard deviation is 10+3, which means that this scheme fails
at moderate size timesteps. Such failures are not observed for
the implicit schemes I1 and I2.
2. From the second row of Fig. 2, it can be seen that, in
general, the observable computed using I2 follow b = 2 for
Dtmax = 1/2po0. However, Dtmax is higher for the dynamical
regime of case II.
3. It can be noted from the bottom row of Fig. 2 that at
longer computational time, all the schemes give similar results
within statistical error. However if a slightly larger error is
acceptable, then the implicit scheme I2 can be used with an
order of magnitude reduction in computational time.
The norm of the density operator is a basic property
that needs particular attention in order to ensure that the
calculated observable is meaningful. We illustrate with Fig. 3
the behaviour of 8
r8 for the schemes I2 and E2 using two
diﬀerent timesteps. The deviation in the norm is exceptionally
small for I2 and remains constant over time, whereas there is a
linear growth in error for E2. This suggests that I2 is an
attractive numerical scheme, particularly for problems where
the observable under study is slowly relaxing (e.g., spin–lattice
relaxation which is a T1 process).
For the larger spin system shown in Fig. 4, the deviation in
the observable is displayed as a function of the time step and
the computational time. It can be noted from the left panel of
this ﬁgure that the trends observed for this case are similar to
those observed earlier for the smaller system with Dtmax = 1/2po0.
E2 gives similar results as I2 for short timesteps. The computational time is somewhat less for E2 as seen in the right panel.
However, the implicit scheme I2 is the method of choice, at
least for Cu(II) complexes, since this scheme conserves the
norm of the density operator and allows for all types of
observables to be computed. From the numerical studies, it
is found that similar computational eﬀort is needed in a wide
range of dynamical regimes.
3.2 Fluorophore dipolar interaction
We consider the same ﬂuorescence problem as in ref. 8 since it
is a low dimensional problem and in addition explicit schemes
where found to be costly to apply due to the presence of a large
relaxation rate. Furthermore, for this problem the exponential
propagator eqn (17) can be evaluated very cheaply.8 The
Liouvillian for dipole pair A–D has the form
0

1
0
iHðOt Þ iHðOt Þ
1=tA
B
iHðOt Þ iHðOt Þ C
0
1=tD
C;
iLðOt Þ ¼ B
@ iHðOt Þ iHðOt Þ
A
C
0

iHðOt Þ iHðOt Þ
0
C
ð32Þ
where the matrix elements 1/tA and 1/tD refer to individual
ﬂuorescence relaxation rates and C = id  1/T2A  1/T2D
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 9578–9589
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Fig. 1 Semilog plots of jrobs j as a function of time for 5184  5184 Liouville matrix for the numerical schemes I2 (B) and E2 (J) (with 2po0Dt = 0.5)
in left and right panel, respectively (ﬁve representative points). Solid lines are simulation results obtained using 2po0Dt = 0.025.

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
P
2
Fig. 2 For Liouville matrix 3636, top row |dev(8rDt(OT8)| T = 60 ns [cf. eqn (21)], row two and three 1=5 5i¼1 devðrDt
obs ðOTi ÞÞ versus time
step and single processor computational time respectively (for selection of Ti see text). Row two and three requires a reference calculation that was
computed with 2po0Dt
0.025. In top row the trajectory number is L = 50 and for the two bottom rows the calculation proceed until estimated
p=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
statistical error log10 ð s2 ðrmsðobsÞÞ=LÞ  2:3 over the ﬁve points.

accounts for spectral overlap and widths of individual absorption peaks of A and D, respectively, and we denote
1/T2 = 1/T2A + 1/T2D. The dipolar Hamiltonian is dependent
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on a stochastic process in time (Ot) caused by relative angular
displacements of dipole A and D. We refer to8 for further
discussion of the problem and to ref. 37 for the ﬁrst derivation
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Fig. 3 For 3636 Liouville matrix, dynamical regime I, 8r82 versus
time, timestep 2po0 = 0.5 and 2po0 = 0.1 in upper and lower panel
respectively.

of the Liouvillian starting from the complete M = 16 basis.
The relevant basis set considered here is
{r1,r2,. . .,r4} = {|00)A(11|D,|11)A(00|D,|01)A(10|D,|10)A(01|D},
and we compute the excitation probability of initially excited
ﬂuorophore at later time T by r1 ðO0 Þy r1 ðOT Þ. We are primarily
interested in the numerical properties with focus on the SLEL
part. Hence, we generate one set of trajectories of Ot from pairs
of Brownian spherical reorientation processes25,27 using a
small time step and the same set of trajectory is used when
computing the SLEL observable at diﬀerent timesteps. In this
approach it is straight forward to ﬁnd an appropriate timestep
that makes the discretisation error in molecular dynamics Ot
negligible. With tc as the characteristic correlation time of H(Ot),
we choose a physically meaningful diﬀusionpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
constant
and
ﬃ
dipolar coupling strength38 and T2 such that DH 2 tc ¼ 325,
(1/T2)tc=105, with d = 0 (similar results are also observed
with non-zero values of d in this parameter regime). This
parameter set corresponds to a weak coupling regime where
the dimensionality of eqn (32) can be reduced as shown in

ref. 8. However, since (DH2T2)tc = 1.2, this problem does not
permit a perturbative treatment and hence a simulation
method becomes necessary. Finally, we choose tA = tD and
DH2T2 { 1/tA, so that the ﬂuorescence relaxation rates have a
negligible inﬂuence on the observable.
We compute the deviation (dev) [cf. eqn (21)] in the observable
at time tN E tc (the reference simulation result calculated
using a very small timestep Dt/T2 = 0.068). We simply note
from Fig. 5 that I2 is particularly advantageous for this
parameter set since we can use a B104 times larger Dtmax
compared to E1 and exponential propagator. The eﬃciency
gain (CPU/min) is of similar magnitude. This ﬁnding of large
eﬃciency gain may of course be directly valuable for some
problems, however, we note that the reduced dimensional
formulation in ref. 8 ﬁnds the same solution and with similar
computational cost as I2 for this particular parameter set.
Hence, in this very speciﬁc context, the gain is on the theoretical
side, since I2 enables us to numerically verify the performance
of a simpliﬁed reformulation. Nevertheless, it is worth
noting that the implicit scheme I2 is expected to very useful
for more general ﬂuorescence problems that do not allow for
such a simpliﬁed treatment. For instance, under diﬀerent
excitation conditions, the complete (16  16) Liouvillian is
relevant37 and a low cost exponential propagator can be diﬃcult
to set up.
3.3 Experimental examples
The convergence study for the EPR observable described
above was concerned with only one initial orientation and a
one-dimensional Brownian process. To interpret EPR experiments with isotropic solvents, a Brownian motion on a sphere
is commonly used. Furthermore, a complete representation of
initial angles are required in SLEL simulation (refereed to
as powder angles). To provide an example of experimental
observable, we compute FID and lineshapes for typical nitroxide
spin probe and square planar copper complex spin Hamiltonian
parameters listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Initial
orientations of molecular trajectories are sampled randomly
on a sphere (i.e. probability density psin(b) for b0 and uniform
[0,2p] for a0). We note that extensive work have gone into

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
P
2
Fig. 4 Log–log plots of devðrDt
1=5 5i¼1 ðAðrDt
obs Þ
obs ðTi Þ; LÞ  refðTi ÞÞ as a function of time step and single processor computational time in
left and right panel, respectively, for 51845184 Liouville matrix. One standard error is 2.46 in log scale.
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Fig. 5 Log–log plots of dev(rDt
obs [cf. eqn (21)] vs. timestep (Dt) and dev vs. CPU time in left and right panel respectively.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Reference calculation is
computed with Dt/T2 = 0.068 using the respective numerical schemes. Estimated standard errors are log10 ð s2 =LÞ ¼ 2:75. The numerical
schemes (E1, ) , (I2, B, where linear equation is solved by direct inversion) and exponential propagator (eqn (17), J) are used.

ﬁnding eﬃcient minimal set of powder angles in the NMR
community (see for instance references at http://www.mhl.
soton.ac.uk). We found for instance that a set of B100 angles
work well for the nitroxide spinprobe problem.39 However, for
the almost 1000 gauss bandwidth high spin problem, small
ripples remain in lineshape even for a large set 1100 of powder
angles (data not shown). Thus we perform only random
sampling of powder angles at this stage of code development.
In Fig. 6 we provide the amplitude of FID and absorption
lineshape for nitroxide spinprobe computed with the I2
scheme computed with 36  36 and 9  9 Liouville matrix,
denoted by SLEL and SLEL-reduce, respectively. The absorption lineshape is computed with eigen function expansion in
the frequency domain (SLE-FP).40,41 The following observations
can be made from Fig. 6.
1. The SLEL approach based on the implicit scheme I2 is in
excellent agreement with the SLE-FP approach that is an
established method with 40 years of use on spin probe problems.4
2. Simulations conducted using the I2 scheme with complete
(SLEL) and high-ﬁeld approximated (SLEL-reduce) Liouville
matrix are in good agreement. Thus it is veriﬁed numerically
for the ﬁrst time that the high-ﬁeld approximation is valid for
SLEL calculation of nitroxide spinprobe within the selected
molecular dynamics model and X-band resonance frequency.
To verify the generality of above two observations, we conducted tests at various dynamical regimes within 1 r o0tc r 100
(data not shown). We note in this context that the nitroxide spin
probe problem with a 9  9 Liouville matrix (SLEL-reduce) may
be performed more cost eﬀectively (using longer timesteps). The
Trotter splitting approach5,21 have proven to be eﬃcient for this
problem.
Using the implicit scheme I2 we can address problems that
previously could only be tackled using a highly approximate
method42 and never within a SLEL simulation framework.
Table 4 Magnetic tensors for nitroxide spinprobe, units are in gauss
where applicable
gn

g>

gJ

B0

A>

AJ

0.404

2.0088

2.0027

3400

6.1

32.6
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Fig. 7 shows the amplitude of FID and ﬁrst derivative X-band
lineshape observable with spin Hamiltonian parameters typically
seen for a square planar Cu(II)-complex with two nitrogen
ligands. The lineshape have features seen in experiments
for a ﬂuid sample and slowly tumbling complex without the
resolved ligand hyperﬁne splittings. (see for instance Fig. 4 in
ref. 43, though spin Hamiltonian parameters in that ref have
lower gJ and higher AN
J so not quantitatively comparable with
the spectra).
The computational cost for experimentally interesting cases
is acceptable at around 3 h using 88 2.27 GHz processors and
the memory requirement for solving these problems is less
than 1 GB which is not an issue for modern computers. If
molecular dynamics is a costly part of the simulation, then the
ergodic property of molecular dynamics may be exploited21
and trajectories can recycled when computing the powder
average.7
To summarize the experimental test problem we note that
we found agreement with the eigen function expansion method
(denoted SLE-FP) considering a spinprobe in solution. The
spinprobe problem is solved within fractions of a second using
SLE-FP,4 thus a comment on usefulness of I2 is relevant. We
note that the problem changes drastically with the large
anisotropy seen for Cu(II)-complex with ligands. An extension
of the SLE-FP approach has been precluded for a long time,
lacking a program that can handle more than one hyperﬁne
interaction and large anisotropies in tensors while still be
numerically stable.35,44 The I2 numerical scheme in EPR
problems is expected to be particularly useful if an anisotropic
rotational diﬀusion model is required for molecular motion.
The Liouville matrix dimension in SLE-FP will in this case
strictly grow to inﬁnity since the number of eigen functions
is unbounded,45 whereas I2 have similar cost with an anisotropic model. However, the major advantage for I2 is expected
where diﬀusion limit is found unsatisfactory and Molecular
Dynamics simulation can be performed. A few nano seconds
of atomistic Molecular Dynamics required for a Cu(II)complex EPR observable can be done routinely for several
problems and can be imported in I2 following the methodology of ref. 21.
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Fig. 6 Amplitude of FID (jrobs j) and absorption X-band EPR observable for Nitroxide spinprobe spin Hamiltonian parameters in left and right
panel respectively. Frequency domain eigen function expansion (SLE-FP) and I2 numerical scheme is used with full 3636 (SLEL) and high-ﬁeld
approximation 99 (SLEL-reduce) matrices respectively. Brownian motion on a sphere with diﬀusion constant D = 3.2  107 s1, I2 timestep
2po0Dt = 0.35 and L = 500 000 trajectories. Computational time is 2.5 h employing 88 processors.

Fig. 7 Amplitude of FID (jrobs j) and ﬁrst derivative X-band EPR observable for 51845184 Liouville matrix in left and right panel respectively
and numerical schemes I2. Magnetic tensors in Table 3. Molecular trajectories are rotational Brownian motion on sphere with diﬀusion constant
D = 4.8  107 s1 SLEL timestep is 2po0Dt = 0.35 and L = 49 000 trajectories. Computational time is 2.3 h employing 88 processors.

4. Conclusion
In this work we investigated two implicit numerical schemes for
SLEL relaxation studies. The performance of the proposed
schemes were numerically tested on and EPR and ﬂuorescence
dipolar interaction problems and the results obtained were
compared against standard explicit schemes. Implicit schemes
have not been considered previously in the speciﬁc SLEL spectroscopic applications to the best of our knowledge. It is found that it
is relevant to treat problems with an implicit scheme when there is
a fast relaxation rate present. Furthermore, an implicit scheme is
found to be cost eﬀective since only a sparse linear system of
equation needs to be solved at each timestep. For a transition
metal EPR problem, the implicit scheme I2 allows for the
complete Hamiltonian including nonsecular terms to be treated
within the SLEL simulation, which is expected to be a necessity
for several EPR problems.6 In addition the implicit scheme I2
provides a very good approximation, allows for a wider range of
timesteps, and conserves the norm of the density operator.
It is a common feature in trajectory based methods that the
statistical error is a restricting factor. However, using a robust
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underlying time-stepping scheme, recent developments with
extrapolation on the ﬂy26 or multilevel path simulation46 can
free computational resources such that more trajectories
can be computed. Variance reduction techniques can also
be employed to improve eﬃciency.20 These are aspects that
will be addressed in future work. We ﬁnd that the implicit
scheme I2 provides a very interesting candidate, opening up
avenues for several new spectroscopic studies. For instance,
high-dimensional spin systems where transition metals interact
strongly with several ligands is a biologically relevant problem
in EPR study of metalloproteins,47 that may be performed
under physiological temperatures. Using the presented I2
scheme, it becomes possible to widen the range of problems
that are within reach for a rigorous interpretation at the
molecular level.

A. Appendix
In this appendix, we consider the SLEL together with a
molecular dynamics process in Itô diﬀusion format.25 With an
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 9578–9589
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M  M dimensional Liouville
diﬀusion Xt, we may write
!
rI ðOt Þ
^ X^ t Þ ¼
^
; Að
Xt ¼
Xt
!
0
0
^ X^ t Þ ¼
^t ¼
Bð
W
0 BðXt Þ

matrix and m dimensional
iLI ðOt ÞrI ðOt Þ
AðXt Þ
0

!

0

!

Fgð0;0Þ
¼
n

;
ðA:1Þ

Wt

and the problem may now be restated as follows:
Z t
Z t
^ X^ s Þds þ
^ s:
^ X^ s Þd W
Að
Bð
X^ t ¼ X^ 0 þ

ðA:2Þ

X
X Mþm
X k;j
l;j
@ Mþm
@
1 Mþm
@2
a^k ðXt Þ k þ
þ
b^ ðXt Þb^ ðXt Þ k l ;
@t k¼1
2 k;l¼1 j¼1
@ x^
@ x^ @ x^

ð2;0Þ
Fg;P

rﬃﬃﬃ


gxx þ gyy
2 2pbe
gzz 
;
¼
3 h
2

= 0,
F(2,1)
g,P
ð2;2Þ

Fg;P

¼

Mþm
X
k¼1

k;j
@
b^ ðXt Þ k ;
@ x^

B.

The spin Hamiltonian is in a generally applicable format
expressed in spherical tensor notation as follows:48
X
X ð2;mÞ
ð2;mÞ
HðOt Þ ¼
Fmð0;0Þ Að0;0Þ
þ
Fm;L ðOt ÞAm;L ; ðB:1Þ
m
m
ð2;mÞ

Fm;L ðOt Þ ¼

X

m;m
ð2;m0 Þ

D2
mm0 ðOt ÞFm;P ;

ðB:2Þ

mm0

and A(l,m)
are proportional to the irreducible
where F(l,m)
m,Z
m,Z
spherical tensor operators, Z = {L,P} are the Lab and
Principal references frames respectively, D2 are the Wigner
rotation matrix elements of second rank,49 Ot = {a,b,g} are
the Euler angles for the L - P transformation and m is
the type of interaction gn,g,Ai (nuclear-, electron-Zeeman
and the hyperﬁne interaction for nucleus i = 1,2,3).
We consider only isotropic nuclear Zeeman interaction from,
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1 2pbe
ðgxx  gyy Þ;
2 h

ðB:7Þ

rﬃﬃﬃ
1
ðB0 Sz Þ;
¼
3

ðB:8Þ

rﬃﬃﬃ
2
ðB0 Sz Þ;
3

ðB:9Þ

ð2;0Þ

Ag;L ¼

ð2;1Þ

Ag;L

¼

1
ðB0 S Þ;
2

= 0.
A(2,2)
g,L

ðB:10Þ

(B.11)

For Hyperﬁne interaction the tensor operators are given by:
rﬃﬃﬃ
1 2pbe ge
ð0;0Þ
ðAixx þ Aiyy þ Aizz Þ;
ðB:12Þ
FAi ¼ 
3 h
ð2;0Þ

FAi ;P ¼

rﬃﬃﬃ


Aiyy þ Aizz
2 2pbe ge
Aizz 
;
3 h
2

ð2;2Þ

¼ 0;

ð2;2Þ

¼

FAi ;P

Appendix

ðB:5Þ
(B.6)

ð0;0Þ
Ag;L

ðA:4Þ

where the lower case represents the elements of matrices listed
in eqn (A.1). The high dimensional stochastic integrals in
eqn (16) may be simpliﬁed in a weak sense in terms of three
point and two point random numbers.20 Operating with G0 on
Â up to index M gives G0Â = [iLI(Ot)r(Ot)][iLI(Ot)], and
no G0 operator needs to be listed in eqn (15). Since there is a
parametric dependence in the SLEL on a stochastic process,
the expansion of the SLEL part [cf. eqn (15)] takes a deterministic form and the necessity of treating the whole problem
with Itô calculus may be questioned. However, this approach
provides useful insights that enable the construction of an
eﬃcient scheme for the whole problem as well as a valid error
estimator in the Itô sense.

ðB:3Þ

where be is the Bohr magneton. The Zeeman spin operators are

ðA:3Þ
Gj ¼

2pmn
ð0;0Þ
gn ; Agn ;L ¼ B0 Iz ;
h

where mn, h, gn and Iz are the nuclear magneton, Planck’s
constant, isotropic chemical shift, and nuclear spin operator
respectively. The components of the irreducible electron Zeeman (magnetic) tensor in principal frame (P) are
rﬃﬃﬃ
1 2pbe
ð0;0Þ
Fg
ðgxx þ gyy þ gzz Þ;
¼
ðB:4Þ
3 h

0

Given the format of eqn (A.2), we can use the weak
Itô–Taylor expansion and beneﬁt from several mathematical
properties of the solution such as those listed in eqn (13) but
also the existence of an error expansion and several others.20
An explicit weak scheme can be constructed from ref. 20 by
deﬁning the operators
G0 ¼

in the case of multinuclear system, the Cu(II) nucleus with spin
Hamiltonian

FAi ;P

ðB:13Þ
ðB:14Þ

1 2pbe ge
ðAiyy  Aizz Þ;
2 h

ðB:15Þ

in Principal frame for nucleus i and ge is free electron g value.
The corresponding spin operators are:
rﬃﬃﬃ
1
1
ð0;0Þ
AAi ;L ¼  ðIiz Sz þ ðSþ Ii þ S Iiþ Þ;
ðB:16Þ
3
2
ð2;0Þ

AAi ;L ¼
ð2;1Þ

AAi ;L ¼

rﬃﬃﬃ
2
1
ðIiz Sz  ðSþ Ii þ S Iiþ Þ;
3
4
1
ðS Iiz þ Sz Ii Þ;
2

ðB:18Þ

1
ð2;2Þ
AAi ;L ¼ ðS Ii Þ:
2
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In the EPR application we use cylindrical symmetric magnetic
tensors (i.e. gJ = gxx = gyy,g> = gzz) with typical Cu(II)-square
planar complex values (similar to ref. 43) listed in Table 3. A
nonsecular approximation is commonly taken as treating S in
hyperﬁne part eqn (B.17)–(B.19) approximatively.6 The operator
ð0;0Þ

AAi ;L

is put in a secular approximation in the numerical studies.
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